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With the use of a highly symmetrical model, the heating of a spherical particulate by a
predominantly radio-frequency electric field and by a predominantly rf magnetic field is solved
exactly using the Maxwell equations. It is found that, in general, heating by the rf magnetic field is
dominant wheneverd,a, whered is the resistive skin depth anda is the radius of the particulate,
which may either be nonmagnetic or magnetic. The known analytic scaling laws in the various
regimes are recovered, from the static case to very high frequency, subject tol@a, wherel is the
free space wavelength of the rf field. The analysis may form a theoretical basis in the heating
phenomenology of particulates. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1806269]

Heating of a particulate is fundamental to the heating
phenomenology in physical, chemical, and biological sci-
ences. When exposed to an electromagnetic wave, the finite
electrical conductivity in the particulate leads to ohmic dis-
sipation via the electric field within the particulate. This elec-
tric field is often nonuniform. While its physical origin may
come directly from the external electric field, it may also
come from the time-varying or rf magnetic field which,
through Faraday’s law, would produce an inductive electric
field within this particulate. In an electromagnetic wave, the
rf electric and magnetic fields are strongly coupled, and it
may be questionable whether one is justified to consider the
heating by the rf electric field and by the rf magnetic field
separately and independently, in particular when both com-
ponents must besimultaneouslyinteracting with the particu-
late.

This distinction between heating by the rf electric field
and by the rf magnetic field is natural in the low-frequency
(quasistatic) limit, following for example the approach of
Landau and Lifshitz.1 It may also be recognized in the high-
frequency regime, if the particulate is placed in the region of
strong rf electric field or in the region of strong rf magnetic
field of a resonant microwave cavity. In fact, there has re-
cently been strong evidence that heating by the rf magnetic
field in a resonant cavity may be dominant, in both industrial
heating2 and in the melting of debris that reside on the cavity
surface where there is a strong rf magnetic field.3,4

In this letter, we seek to resolve the degree of ohmic
heating, via the rf magnetic field or via the rf electric field, in
terms of the particulate size, its electrical conductivity, and
the wavelength of the electromagnetic radiation to which it is
exposed. Our analysis is valid from the static(dc) limit to
high frequency. We place a homogeneous, spherical particu-
late of radiusa at the center of a spherical cavity. The cavity
has radiusb and its wall is infinitely conducting(Fig. 1). In
the absence of this particulate, the spherical cavity admits the
fundamental transverse electric TE110 mode, which has a
maximum rf electric field(and a null rf magnetic field) at the
center, as well as the transverse magnetic TM110 mode,
which has a maximum rf magnetic field(and a null rf electric
field) at the center(Fig. 1). Both the TE mode and TM mode

have an infinite quality factorQ since the cavity wall is
lossless.

When a small lossy particulate is inserted at the center of
this cavity (Fig. 1), the modes are slightly damped and the
quality factors become finite. This change in the quality fac-
tor in the TE (TM) mode immediately gives the degree of
ohmic dissipation that is due to the rf electric(magnetic)
field. The advantage of this simple model is that the high
degree of symmetry allows exact solution of the full set of
Maxwell equations, completely accounting for the inductive
electric field, the displacement current, and the conduction
current. Extremely accurate calculations of the eigenmode’s
complex frequency(whose imaginary part, the damping rate,
is proportional to 1/Q) can be obtained whena!b. The
well-known quasistatic results may also be recovered by let-
ting b tend to infinity, in which case the eigenfrequencies of
both the TE110 and TM110 mode tend to zero.

For the fundamental TM(TE) mode in the spherical cav-
ity, the rf electric(magnetic) field has only af-component
(Fig. 1), which may be written in the general form as
fAjsjd+Bysjdgsin u. In this expression,A andB are arbitrary
constants;j=kr, wherek=vs«md1/2 is the wave number in
the region whose(complex) permittivity and permeability
are, respectively,« andm, and jsjd=j−2 sin j−j−1 cosj and
ysjd=−j−2 cosj−j−1 sin j are the spherical Bessel functions
of order 1. All other components of the rf fields, and the
exact dispersion relation for the eigenfrequencies, may be
obtained by using Maxwell’s equations, and demanding that
the rf solutions are regular atr =0, that the tangential rf elec-
tric field is zero atr =b, and that the tangential rf electric
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FIG. 1. The geometry, and the rf field patterns for the TE110 mode(left) and
the TM110 mode(right). The mode index(110) refers to variations inr ,u,
andf.
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field sEd and the tangential rf magnetic fieldsHd are continu-
ous atr =a (Fig. 1).

We will use the subscripts 1 and 2 throughout to denote
the respective values in region Isr ,ad and region II
sa, r ,bd (Fig. 1). Note that if region II is a vacuum,«2

=«0 and m2=m0; we shall focus mainly on this case. We
further assume thatm1 is real, and that«1=«1r +s / jv is com-
plex if there is a finite electrical conductivitys in the par-
ticulate. Note that this formulation covers the rf heating of a
particulate that is either magnetic(large m1/m0) or electric
sm1/m0=1d through either the rf electric field(TE mode) or
the rf magnetic field(TM mode).

In the absence of the spherical particulate(a=0 limit),
the well-known eigenfrequenciesvE and vM for the TE110
and TM110 vacuum modes in a spherical cavity5 are given by
hE=2.743 71 and hM =4.4934, respectively, withhE,M
=vE,Mb/c, wherec is the speed of light in vacuum.

The presence of a small, lossy particulate leads to a
small damping rategEsgMd of the TE(TM) mode. Under the
assumptionb@a, that is, the free space wavelengthl
=2pc/v@a, wherev=vE or vM, a careful expansion of the
exact dispersion relation, to be published elsewhere, gives
the following damping rates for the TE and TM modes:
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In Eqs. (1)–(4), Jsjd=j jsjd , Ysjd=jysjd, and a prime de-
notes the derivative with respect to the argument. In the ar-
guments, j2E=vEa/c=hEsa/bd , j2M=vMa/c=hMsa/bd,
which are both real;j1=vs«1m1d1/2a in which m1 is real,«1

=«1r +s / jv is complex, withv=vEsvMd for the TE (TM)
mode. The normalized damping rates, Eqs.(1) and (3), may
then be immediately determined once the following four di-
mensionless parameters are given:a/l , d /a, m1/m0, and
«1r /«0. In this letter, the skin depthd=s2/vm0sd1/2 is always
defined with respect to thevacuum permeability m0. We
should stress that the only assumption that has been made to
derive Eqs.(1)–(4) is that a!l, that is,a!b. There is no
restriction on the relative sized /a. That is, the ratios /v«1r
may assume an arbitrary value between zero and infinity, a
rather nontrivial generalization for the evaluation of the
ohmic loss in the particulate. Thus, the dc limit is also gov-
erned by Eqs.(1)–(4).

The damping rateg given in Eqs.(1) or (3) is related to
the average powerP that is absorbed by the particulate of the
TE (or TM) mode, and therefore to the quality factorQ of
that mode of the(loaded) cavity through the well-known
relation, P=2gU=vU /Q, where U is the average electro-

magnetic energy stored in the empty cavity in that TE(or
TM) mode(Ref. 5, p. 258). Note that once we calculate the
damping rateg (or Q) of the mode, we immediately know
the power dissipated within the entire particulate without ex-
plicitly calculating the detailed field distribution within that
particulate. In fact, it was this observation that motivated us
to undertake a general study over the huge parameter space
in the manner presented in this letter.

To facilitate comparison with the literature,1,6 we express
the power dissipated in the particulate in terms of the dimen-
sionless polarizabilities,aE andaH, defined by

P = aEvES1

2
«0E0

2DVa,sTEd;

s5d

P = aHvMS1

2
m0H0

2DVa,sTM d.

In Eq. (5), E0sH0d is the peak rf electric(magnetic) field of
the TE(TM) mode at the center of the cavity in the absence
of the particulate, whose volume isVa=s4p /3da3. The a in
Eq. (5) is proportional to theg /v given by Eqs.(1) and(3),
and the proportionality constant depends on the TE or TM
mode.

The polarizability versus the normalized skin depth
sd /ad with m1/m0=1, «1r /«0=1, andl /a=100 for the TE
and TM mode is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2
that the polarizability for the TM modesaHd dominates for
small d /a. For larged /a, the polarizability for the TE mode
saEd surpasses that of the TM mode. The inset of Fig. 2
showsaE andaH on a much larger scale. Since the polariz-
ability is directly proportional to the power absorbed, for
small d /a the power absorbed by the particulate when it is
exposed to an electromagnetic wave is, in general, primarily
through the rf magnetic field, whereas for larged /a, the
power absorbed is primarily through the rf electric field. For
very larged /a, both aE andaH tend to zero, as expected of
an almost nonconducting particulate.

The asymptotic dependence shown in Fig. 2 is given by
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FIG. 2. The polarizabilities,aE and aH, as a function ofd /a for m1/m0

=1,«1r /«0=1, andl /a=100.
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aE > 59p2sad/l2d, d/a ! 1, s7ad
18p2sd/ld2, 1 ! d/a ! l/a, s7bd
sl/dd2/s2p2d, 1 ! l/a ! d/a. s7cd

Equations(6a) and(6b) are the same as those in Landau and
Lifshitz.1 Equations(7a) and(7b), which, respectively, show
the linear and quadratic dependence ofaE on d, as shown in
Fig. 2 for d /a,5, were presented in Bosmanet al.,4 derived
from different approaches.7 Equation(7c), which shows the
decay ofaE for very large values ofd, as shown in the inset
of Fig. 2, is easily derived from a quasistatic analysis.

The scalings shown in Eqs.(6) and (7) were confirmed
in Fig. 3, obtained for different ratios ofl /a with m1/m0
=1,«1r /«0=1. The insensitivity ofaH to l /a, for large val-
ues ofl /a, is apparent in Fig. 3(a) and Eq.(6). Figure 3(b)
shows the dependence ofaE, which is reflected in Eqs.
(7a)–(7c). In Fig. 3(b), d /a,Os1d marks the transition from
Eq. (7a) to (7b), whereas the maxima ofaE, which occur
approximately whens=v«1r, mark the transition from Eq.
(7b) to (7c). Once more, an examination of the scales in Fig.
3 shows that heating by rf magnetic field is the dominant
mechanism ifd /a!1, thus offering a plausible interpretation
of the observations reported in Refs. 2–4.

Pretending that the damping rate Eqs.(1) and (3) are
applicable to a magnetic particulate with a highm, we plot
aE and aH for different values ofm1/m0 in Figs. 4(a) and
4(b), settingl /a=1000, and«1r /«0=1. The relative sensitiv-
ity of aH to m1, and the insensitivity ofaE to m1, is noted.
Once more,aH dominates overaE whend /a!1.

For a small-sized particulate placed off-center of a mi-
crowave resonant cavity, thelocal electromagnetic field, at
that position, may be considered as a superposition of a TE

mode and a TM mode, which we have individually treated
very accurately. Our analysis then immediately gives a reli-
able indication of the degree of rf heating from such a de-
composition, without having to perform the extremely diffi-
cult three-dimensional calculations of the perturbed
electromagnetic fields in a highly nonsymmetrical geometry,
over vastly different scales ofl , d, anda, as shown in Fig.
3(b), for instance. As a further extension, the absorption from
a collection of the particulates may also be readily assessed
once the particulates’ spatial distribution within the cavity is
given.
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FIG. 3. The polarizabilitiesaH (a), and aE (b), as a function ofd /a for
m1/m0=1,«1r /«0=1, and various values ofl /a. FIG. 4. The polarizabilitiesaH (a), and aE (b), as a function ofd /a for

«1r /«0=1,l /a=1000, and various values ofm1/m0.
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